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ABSTRACT
Cryptographic algorithm agility is an important property for DNSSEC:
it allows easy deployment of new algorithms if the existing ones
are no longer secure.

In this work we show that the cryptographic agility in DNSSEC,
although critical for provisioning DNS with strong cryptography,
also introduces a vulnerability. We find that under certain condi-
tions, when new algorithms are listed in signed DNS responses,
the resolvers do not validate DNSSEC. As a result, domains that
deploy new ciphers may in fact cause the resolvers not to validate
DNSSEC. We exploit this to develop DNSSEC-downgrade attacks
and experimentally and ethically evaluate them against popular
DNS resolver implementations, public DNS providers, and DNS
services used by web clients worldwide. We find that major DNS
providers as well as 45% of DNS resolvers used by web clients are
vulnerable to our attacks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
DNSSEC [RFC4033-RFC4035] was designed to prevent DNS cache
poisoning attacks [1, 2, 4, 7] by authenticating records in DNS re-
sponses. Despite costly adoption DNSSEC is slowly gaining traction
and increasingly more networks now support DNSSEC. Unfortu-
nately, many domains are signed with algorithms that are no longer
considered secure and DNSSEC-supporting DNS resolvers are able
to validate only a small number of algorithms. Replacing the exist-
ing ciphers or adding new ciphers to DNSSEC is challenging.

Cryptographic algorithms agility. Initially, the DNSSEC stan-
dard allowed domains to use either DSA/SHA1 or RSA/SHA1 for
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signing their zones [RFC4034] - these are no longer deemed se-
cure. Since then, additional algorithms were included in DNSSEC
[RFC5155,5702,5933,6605,8080]. The domain owners can now use
any subset of 13 algorithms for signing their zones [6]. In this work
our goal is to understand the implications of deployment of new
algorithms on the security of DNS.We show that the current state of
algorithm agility in DNSSEC introduces a vulnerability, we demon-
strate how to exploit it to downgrade DNSSEC validation. Through
analyses of DNSSEC RFCs, public DNS resolvers and DNS imple-
mentations we identify the vague recommendations for handling
new ciphers to be one of the main factors for the vulnerabilities.

Unclear specifications for handling unknown ciphers. Ac-
cording to DNSSEC standard, when returning a lookup result in a
signed zone a DNSSEC supporting resolver should either return cor-
rectly validated records with an AD flag set, to signal authenticated
data, or should return SERVFAIL when the data cannot be authenti-
cated. However, the DNSSEC standard does not clearly specify the
recommended behaviour for DNS resolvers when faced with new
ciphers. Should the resolvers accept records that are signed with
unknown algorithms or reject them? How should the validation
proceed when a domain supports multiple algorithms? How should
the resolvers react in case of inconsistencies in keys between the
parent and the child zones? We experimentally show that this lack
of clear specification in the DNSSEC standard leads to different
vulnerable behaviour implementations at the resolvers: in presence
of unknown algorithms in DNSSEC records the resolvers accept
the records in the responses without validating them. Even if the
signatures are invalid, some resolvers do not return SERVFAIL, but
instead accept the DNS records without validation.

DNSSEC downgrade attacks. We show how to exploit that
resolver behaviour to downgrade DNSSEC validation in resolvers
even for zones that are signed with widely known algorithms, such
as RSASHA1. The idea behind our attacks is to manipulate the
algorithm numbers in DNSSEC records, e.g., DNSKEY, DS, RRSIG.
This causes resolvers not to apply DNSSEC validation over DNS
records, and exposes them to cache poisoning attacks.

Related work on vulnerabilities in DNSSEC. Previous work
[8] identified vulnerabilities in keys generation in DNSSEC, which
allowed off-path adversaries to compute the secret signing keys of
victim domains. This exposed the affected domains to cache poison-
ing attacks. In this work we exploit vulnerable interpretation of the
standard in DNSSEC implementations of DNS resolvers. In 2016 [3]
found that many DNSSEC deployments were misconfigured, e.g.,
resolvers could not establish a chain of trust to target domains due
to expired, missing or inconsistent keys between parent and child
domains. In this work we find that only about 0.27% of popular
signed domains have misconfigurations.

Ethical considerations. We initiated the notifications of the
DNS software vendors and public DNS providers, which we found
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Figure 1: Algorithms in DNSKEY in 1M-Tranco and TLDs.

vulnerable in our work, already in 2021. We experimentally evalu-
ated the attacks reported in this work against servers that we set
up as well as against open DNS resolvers and against resolvers of
web clients in the Internet using domains that we control. This
allowed us to validate the downgrade attacks without downgrading
the DNSSEC-security of real domains.

Contributions. We experimentally evaluated the attacks re-
ported in this work against servers that we set up as well as against
open DNS resolvers and public DNS resolvers, and against resolvers
of web clients in the Internet using domains that we control. This
allowed us to validate the downgrade attacks without downgrading
the DNSSEC-security of real domains. In 2021 we found that some
major DNS providers, such as OpenDNS, Google Public DNS and
Cloudflare, were vulnerable to our downgrade attacks, and already
patched the vulnerabilities. In our Internet wide study, we also find
about 13% of open resolvers and almost 45% of the resolvers used
by web clients to be vulnerable to downgrade attacks. We provide
recommendations for preventing our DNSSEC downgrade attacks.

2 FACTORS EXPOSING TO VULNERABILITIES
Our downgrade attacks exploit the vague specification for resolvers’
behavior in presence of: (1) unknown algorithms inDNSSEC records,
as well as (2) mismatches between the algorithms defined in DS
record set (RRset) at the parent and the DNSKEY and the RRSIG
records.

In our analysis of resolvers we found that the standard [RFC4035]
does not apply in the following configurations: (1) when records
are signed with several algorithms, some of which are supported or
(2) when the chain of trust cannot be established, e.g., the records
are signed with an algorithm that is not present in the DS records.

Another problem is that the DNSSEC standard does not provide
details for handling bogus RRsets, and the specific behaviour of
resolvers in such cases depends on the choices made by the devel-
opers. Some implementations return the unauthenticated records
to the calling applications while others return a SERVFAIL response
code instead. The variations in the interpretation of the standard
and choices made by developers and operators indicate the lack of
understanding and the lack of consensus on best practices.

3 DNSSEC-DOWNGRADE ATTACKS
In this section we develop methodologies for downgrading DNSSEC
validation of resolvers for records in signed domains. Our attacks
cause the resolvers to accept fake DNS records with invalid signa-
tures, without validating the signatures.

Dataset Collection. Our dataset consists of the following re-
solvers: (1) popular resolver software implementations, (2) DNS
resolvers used by web browsers we targeted with an ad network, (3)
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Figure 2: DNSSEC downgrade and injection of fake A record.

open DNS resolvers (including popular free DNS resolver services,
such as Google DNS and OpenDNS).

We find that among the validating DNS resolvers in our dataset,
all support the RSA-based DNSSEC algorithms, almost all support
the ECDSA algorithms with numbers 13 and 14. Most of the DNS
resolvers do not support algorithm 16 (ED448) with a gradually
increasing support of validation of algorithm 15 (ED25519).

Our dataset of domains contains 1M-top Tranco domains and
Top Level Domains (TLDs). DNSSEC is currently deployed for the
DNS root zone using algorithm 8 (RSASHA256). Out of 1, 498 TLDs,
1, 372 (91.59%) have a DS record at the root zone. In second level
domains 43,181 (4.46%) are DNSSEC signed and have a DS record
at the parent. Most domains are signed with a subset of algorithms
5, 8 and 13, and with 5% using additionally algorithm 15. We plot
statistics in Figure 1.

Disable validation of DNS responses. The basic idea behind
our downgrade attacks is to manipulate the algorithm number in
DNSSEC records to an algorithm number that the resolver does
not support. The attack is illustrated in Figure 2. Adversary causes
the recursive resolver to issue a query. There are different ways to
do that, in an example in Figure 2 we illustrate query triggering
using web clients that download our object via an ad network that
we deployed. The client sends a query to the recursive resolver
(step A ), which in turn sends it to the authoritative DNS server of
the victim domain (step B ). The response of the nameserver is in
step D changed by an adversary, who manipulates the algorithm
field in the RRSIG record to an unknown number and injects a
malicious DNS record. The new record would not pass DNSSEC
validation, since themodified record does notmatch the digest in the
signature. However, since the algorithm number in an RRSIG was
changed to an unknown algorithm, the resolver does not validate
DNSSEC for that answer and caches the malicious records that
poison its cache. This disables DNSSEC validation over records in
just one DNS response. We next show how to exploit such disabled
validation of one DNS response, to inject into resolver’s cache a
keypair controlled by an adversary, as a result, hijacking a secure
delegation for the victim domain, and being able to inject correctly
signed bogus records into the resolver’s cache at any later time point.

4 EVALUATION
We evaluated our downgrade attacks against our dataset of resolvers
using our own domains.We evaluate our attacks using aMan-in-the-
Middle (MitM) adversary model, against which DNSSEC is meant
to provide security. We set up a proxy in front of our nameserver,
which is our MitM adversary. The proxy manipulates DNSSEC
algorithms in responses.
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OpenDNS resolvers.To evaluate open resolverswe send queries
to them for records in our domain. The proxy manipulates algo-
rithm numbers and we evaluate if the records from the responses
get accepted. We found the following public DNS providers in
our dataset to be vulnerable to our downgrade attacks: Cloudflare,
Google Public DNS, OpenDNS and Adguard. They all also exhibit
non-RFC compliant validation behaviour. We also found 13.37%
open resolvers in our dataset to be vulnerable to DNSSEC down-
grade attacks.

DNS Resolvers via ad network. When our script is down-
loaded by the client it iteratively includes resources (img) from
test domains, including a non-DNSSEC-signed domain to signal
session finish. The web server logs all the requests and delivers the
requested resources. A script then analyses the logs to check for
vulnerabilities to our DNSSEC downgrade attack. In our ad network
study we covered 1385 Autonomous Systems (ASes) with publicly
routable prefixes. From the covered ASes, our server was accessed
by 5.79 clients per AS on average. Similarly, the ad network study
spanned 155 countries around the globe, which homed 51.70 clients
on average.

We observed different DNS resolvers’ behaviour, out of 2476
validating DNS resolvers that we studied via an ad network with
44.79% being vulnerable: 978 DNS resolvers were vulnerable to
downgrade attack with domains that use DS with algorithms 15
and 16 concurrently - we find that 4 of these DNS resolvers be-
long to Comcast; 921 use Google DNS and are vulnerable; 276 use
Cloudflare and are similarly vulnerable. Our measurement results
indicate that a large portion of Internet clients use resolvers that
are vulnerable for at least some DS configuration. For a successful
attack it suffices that any of the DS configurations in the target
zone’s ancestors has a configuration vulnerable at the resolver. We
found that there were no significant differences in vulnerabilities
between the various geolocations.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS
DNS developers and public DNS providers should support the vali-
dation behaviour recommended in the standard. This would prevent
the part of our attacks that exploit non standard behaviour, such as
those of Google public DNS, OpenDNS, AdGuard and CloudFlare.
Nevertheless, adhering to the standard does not solve all the vul-
nerabilities. Our analysis of the standard shows that lack of clear
behaviour specification for bogus validation outcome introduces a
vulnerability which we exploit in our attacks.

As a systematic solution to prevent downgrade attacks we pro-
pose to extend the DNSSEC standard to consider situations in which
adversaries can turn off DNSSEC protection, by imposing a more
rigorous requirement for SERVFAIL return codes when an RRset is
classified as “bogus”. This would prevent the attacks without impos-
ing restrictions on the usage of DNSSEC and without limiting the
flexibility of deployment of new algorithms. We next describe the
recommendations for validation of DNSSEC supporting resolvers.

To validate DNSSEC, a DNSSEC supporting resolver is required
to validate all the signature (RRSIG) records over DS RRset. If vali-
dation fails the resolver must return SERVFAIL. If none of the algo-
rithms in the DS are supported by the resolver, DNSSEC validation
is not applied and the resolver considers the zone as insecure. If the
resolver supports the cryptographic algorithm and the digest in at

least one DS record, the resolver is required to check that there is a
matching DNSKEY RRset in the child zone. Then the resolver uses
a signature, that corresponds to the key digest in the supported DS
record, to validate the DNSKEY record of the child. If the validation
is successful, the chain of trust established and the DNSKEY RRset
can be used to validate signatures over records in that zone. If the
signature is invalid or if the DNSKEY cannot be found, the resolver
should return SERVFAIL to any query for that zone. This behaviour
would prevent our attacks.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Cryptographic algorithm agility in DNSSEC, i.e., the ability to add
and remove algorithms, is an important requirement needed to
maintain strong security guarantees. Algorithms may be broken,
being able to replace vulnerable algorithms with secure ones ef-
ficiently and fast is critical [5]. We show that efficient and fast
adoption of algorithms also introduces a challenge: how should
resolvers react when faced with records signed using new algo-
rithms? What is the correct behaviour with zones that are signed
with a number of algorithms, only some of which are known?

The standard does not provide clear recommendations for re-
solvers how to handle DNSSEC records with unknown algorithms
and how to handle bogus data, but leaves it open for every resolver
to make its own decision how to behave in such cases. We discover
that the vague specification leads to different validation behaviour
in popular DNS resolver implementations, which indicates that
there is no consensus on what a correct behaviour should be. We
show that often the resolver behaviour is vulnerable and demon-
strate DNSSEC downgrade attacks.
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